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BEFORE THE FLORIDA I’UBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

IN RE: PETITION FOR DETERMINATION OF NEED 
FOR AN ELECTRIC POWER PLANT 

IN LAKE COUNTY 
BY PANDA LEESBURG POWER PARTNERS, L.P. 

DOCKET NO. 000288-EU 

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF DANIEL E. WHITE 

1 Q: Please state your name imd business address. 

2 A: My name is Daniel E. ’White. My business address is Pace Global Energy Services, 

3 4401 Fair Lakes Drive, Fairfax, VA 22033. 

4 Q: 

5 A: 

For whom are you employed and in what position? 

I am employed by Pace Global Energy Services (“Pace”). My title is Executive Vice 

4 President. 

7 Q: Please describe your dulies at Pace. 

8 A: I head Pace’s fuel consulting practice. That practice covers natural gas, crude oil, oil 

9 products, and coal, with natural gas comprising the largest portion of our work. As 

10 head of that practice, I perform and manage a wide range of activities concerning the 

11 natural gas industry, including business planning, market assessments, fuel planning, 

12 contract negotiations, ac:quisition and lending due diligence, and auditing. The largest 

13 component of my prac-Lice relates to fuel for large natural gas-fired power plants. 

14 This includes developing fuel supply strategies, sourcing fuel supplies and 

15 transportation services, negotiating the terms and conditions of these services, and 

16 reviewing the sufficiency, reliability and competitiveness of such arrangements for 

17 equity investors and lenders. 
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Q: 

A: 

Q: 

A: 

I am the second-ranking officer overall in Pace’s consulting practice. In addition to 

fuel, that broader practice includes groups focusing on power markets, finance, and 

industrial services. I coordinate activities between these groups and lead 

engagements involving all of these groups. 

What is the role of Pace! with respect to the Panda Leesburg Power Project? 

Pace has been engaged to present the fuel plan that Panda Leesburg Power Partners, 

L.P. has developed and to provide an independent review of the reasonableness of the 

fuel plan within the context of the regional spot and Iong term natural gas markets 

and in light of Panda’s dectricity marketing expectations. 

OUA1,IFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

Please summarize your educational history and work experience. 

My resume is attached to this testimony and identified as Exhibit (DEW-1). I 

hold a B.A. in Economics and English from the University of Washington. 1 have 

worked full time in the energy industry, with a focus on the natural gas industry, since 

1978 when I joined the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”). During 

my tenure at the FERC, I worked in the office responsible for regulation of natural 

gas commodity and transportation, with my efforts split a b u t  equally between 

natural gas itself and nilmral gas pipelines. In 1992, I joined C.C. Pace Resources, 

Inc. (the predecessor to Pace), where I have progressed from Account Manager 

through a series of promotions to Executive Vice President. Throughout my tenure 

have worked in the fuels group. Additionally, from November 1993 through 

December 1998, I was Executive Director of a trade association of natural gas-fired 

power generators called the Fuel Managers Association (“FMA”) and later the 
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Energy Managers Association (“EMA”). The focus of the FMAlEMA was to 

represent the interests of natural gas-fired power generators on fuel-related issues 

before federal agencies such as the FERC and the Department of Energy. 

What is your experient:e with regard to the natural gas market, natural gas supply 

arrangements, fuel plans, and regulatory support for power plant development? 

Throughout my employment at Pace, from my very first assignment, I have worked 

on matters related to supplying fuel to power generation facilities. WhiIe this work 

has involved various oil products and coal, most predominately my work has 

involved supplying nalxral gas to such facilities. Over the last eight years, I have 

worked on the natural gas fuel supply arrangements for over three dozen power 

plants. My involvement has included fuel planning, contract negotiations, acquisition 

and lending due diligance, operational management planning, and procurement 

auditing, I have worked for many leading developers of large power plants as well as 

nearly every lender to such plants, Additionally, I have evaluated gas marketers and 

interstate pipelines for acquisition efforts, and monitored new pipeline developments 

for customers and lenders. For developers of new pipelines, I have performed market 

assessments, designed rate schedules, and drafted tariff terms and conditions. I have 

performed each of these tasks both in the North American market and internationally. 

In Florida, I worked 011 arranging fuel supplies for the Tiger Bay and Auburndale 

facilities, and was the fuel consultant to the lenders financing the Lake, Mulberry, and 

Q: 

A: 

Orange facilities. Additionally, I 

Transmission’s (“FGT”) Phase IT1 

upon that expansion to provide fuel 

closely monitored the progress of Florida Gas 

expansion for customers and lenders dependent 

to power plants. Finally, in my role as Executive 
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Director of the FMAKMA, I was deeply involved with the restructuring of FG‘T 

services following the issuance of FERC’s Order No. 636. 

In additional to my personal experience, Pace brings even broader relevant experience 

to fuel procurement far power plants, Please refer to Exhibit (DEW-2) for 

corporate information about Pace. Pace has 20 years experience in energy consulting 

with a long-standing commercial involvement with fuel procurement and private 

power development. In addition to fuel expertise, the firm provides power expertise, 

financial advisory semi ces, industrial power plant expertise, and energy management. 

Just two examples of th.e firm’s practice: the energy management group has managed 

the procurement of natural gas for a number of operating power plants and also 

manages the natural gas procurement for the Municipal Gas Association of Florida. 

Have you previously testified before regulatory authorities or courts? 

In my role as Executive Director of the FMAIEMA, I provided numerous pleadings to 

regulatory authorities mch as the FERC and appeared before such authorities on 

issues concerning natural gas-fired power generators. I have been an expert witness 

in several legal proceedings, including a matter involving a natural gas contract for a 

power plant, a matter involving the value of natural gas storage, and the appropriate 

pricing under a contract governing nearly 400 MMcf per day. 

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 

Please summarize your testimony. 

My testimony describes and reviews the fuel supply arrangements of the Panda 

Leesburg Project. My firm and I were engaged to provide this description and review 

from an independent perspective. In other words, neither my firm nor I are 
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responsible for establishing the fuel plan or negotiating the implementation of the fuel 

plan. 

My testimony in summary: Panda Leesburg is making long-term arrangements 

providing it the right to procure from Gulfstream Natural Gas System (“Gulfstream”) 

on a firm basis transpoitation capacity rights sufficient to sewe the Project’s peak day 

natural gas requirement. This arrangement under negotiation will provide Panda 

Leesburg ready access to natural gas supplies to meet the Project’s needs. It is my 

conclusion that Panda Leesburg’s fuel plan provides a reasonable and reliable 

approach to fuel procurement. The plan exploits the expected increase in gas 

availability in Florida so as to hoId the prospect of reliable, economical, and efficient 

fuel procurement matched with the operational expectations of the Leesburg Project. 

Are you sponsoring any exhibits to your testimony ? 

Yes, I am sponsoring the following exhibits: 

1 .  Exhibit (DEW-1): Resume of Daniel E. White; 

2. Exhibit (DE W-2): Pace Corporate Information; 

3.  Exhibit (DE W-3): Fuel Plan Review Related to the Midway and Leesburg 

Power Plant Projects; 

4. Exhibit (DEW-4): Letter of Intent With Gulfstream; and 

5.  Exhibit (DE W-5): Letters of Intent with Various Suppliers. 
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PIPELINE FACILITIES SERVING PROJECT 

Please describe the proposed Gulfstream pipeline and its permitting status. 

Please refer to Section 1I.E of the “Site” Exhibits attached to the Need Petition 

sponsored by Mr. Stevrm W. Crain, which is a map provided by Gulfstream showing 

the routing of the Gulfstream system as currently on file at FERC. Generally 

speaking, Gulfstream vi11 run offshore from the Mobile Bay area of Alabama to the 

Tampa Bay area, and then proceed in an easterly direction across Florida to St. Lucie 

County. Additionally, 1:here will be a lateral into Folk County. To serve the Leesburg 

Project, Gulfstream will undertake an extension of its line to the Leesburg Project 

site. In Exhibit (DEW-31, Pace summarizes the results of our investigation into 

the status of Gulfstream’s permitting. It is my conclusion that Gulfstream is on track 

with an appropriate schedule to achieve the required permitting for its initial design. I 

know of no reason that the extension to the Leesbwg Project site cannot be timely 

achieved. 

Please describe the gas pipeline facilities by which Panda Leesburg’s gas supply will 

be delivered. 

Gulfstream’s mainline will directly serve the Panda Leesburg Project by an 

interconnection on Panda Leesburg’ s property. The diameter of the Gulfstream 

mainline at that point will be 30 inches, and the pressure guaranteed by Gulfstream is 

725 psig. 
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Q: 

A: 

Q: 

A: 

Q: 

GAS SUPPLY AND TRANSPORTATION 

Please summarize the gas supply arrangements for the Panda Leesburg Project. 

The Leesburg Project intends to purchase natural gas via short-term, spot firm natural 

gas supply transactions8 with producers and marketers in the Mobile Bay region for 

supply into Gulfstream. The price and volume terms of the supply agreements will be 

agreed to at the time ofthe transactions. The Project intends to seek to optimize the 

supply arrangements to generation expectations and commitments provided in any 

power sales agreements. 

Please summarize the gas transportation arrangements for the Panda Leesburg 

Project. 

Panda Leesburg will have an interconnection with Gulfstream sufficient to provide all 

fuel the Project requires. Panda Leesburg is making arrangements providing it the 

contractual right to prolzure transportation capacity rights from Gulfstream on a firm 

basis that are suficient to cover the Project’s peak day natural gas requirement 365 

days a year. These firm transportation capacity rights will extend to natural gas 

supply areas in the Mobile Bay, Alabama, and Pascagoula, Mississippi, areas where 

supply is abundant. Additionally, through pipeline interconnections, the Project will 

have access to natural gas supplies from throughout the Gulf region. As Gulfstream 

already agreed to essenlially the same terms of service for the Panda Midway Project, 

it is reasonable to exptxt that Panda Leesburg and Gulfstream will incorporate the 

Letter of Intent terms into a Precedent Agreement. 

Please describe the basic provisions of the current arrangements between Gulfstream 

and Panda Leesburg. 
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Please refer to Exhibit (DEW-4), the Letter of Intent between Panda Lewburg 

and Gulfstream, redacted to protect confidential rate information. The Letter of Intent 

memorializes the intenit of the parties to compIete negotiations that provide Panda 

Leesburg the right to firm transportation capacity on Gulfstream for up to 200,000 

MMBtuld. The term is for 20 years. The pressure guaranteed by Gulfstream is 725 

psig, sufficient for the Project’s turbine operations. The maximum vohme in the 

Letter of Intent is in excess of the expected peak demand of approximately 173,000 

MMBtdd, and Panda Leesburg retains the option to reduce the capacity commitment 

to 150,000 MMBtdd. ’This would provide Panda Leesburg the valuable right to turn 

back a portion of its Gulfstream firm capacity in favor of more economical and 

equally reliable alternative fuel delivery arrangements. 

How does the fuel supply plan match the expected operation of the Panda Leesburg 

Project? 

The fuel supply plan is, well matched to the plant’s expected operation. The plan 

provides for reliable fuel procurement for the peak daily requirement of 

approximately 173,000 MMBtdd. Additionally, the fuel plan provides flexibility to 

adjust fuel procurement with daily, seasonal, and annual operational variations. For 

example, while the Projixt’s overall fuel requirements are relatively flat, they peak in 

the July/August period and trough in the January/February period- The fuel supply 

plan positions Panda Leesburg to track its procurement with usage to generate 

electricity in the most economic fashion. 

Virtually all of the proposed electric power plants in Florida identified in the Florida 

Regional Planning Council’s 1999 Regional Plan will be fueled by natural gas. What 
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assurances can you give the Florida Public Service Commission that there will be 

adequate natural gas supplies available to fully supply all of these plants? 

Please refer to Exhibit -- (DEW-31, a report Pace prepared that includes a review 

of the availability of gas supplies both generally and specifically to serve Florida. 

The report concludes tha t  orderly and competitive markets for natural gas supply exist 

in the U.S. that allow commodity prices to balance consumption with demand. 

Furthermore, the existence of abundant potential natural gas reserves and 

continuously improving technologies will allow the natural gas commodity market to 

maintain a relatively constant equilibrium price in real terms. To support these 

conclusions, the report provides research and analysis pertaining to fundamental 

drivers affecting natural gas supply and demand balances, Florida supply and demand 

balance, natural gas regulatory and market structures, and a comparison of industry 

findmental forecasts. 

Concerning Florida specificalIy, natural gas supply is adequately abundant and 

readily available in the producing basins that feed the pipeline systems serving the 

Fiorida market; namely Onshore Gulf Coast, Offshore Gulf Coast, and East Texas. 

The pipeline industry has proven to be very responsive to the needs and growth of 

natural gas consumers, and can be expected to continue to be so. For example, 

Gulfstream is already considering a Phase 2 expansion by extending its pipeline 

system to connect with new consumers and increasing compression. In fact, due to 

the large number of expected capacity expansions over the next three years in Florida, 

Pace expects to see an excess of primary pipeline capacity beginning in 2001. 

what would happen in the event that there was an outage on Gulfstream? 
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As Panda Leesburg is arranging for firm transportation rights on Gulfstream, the only 

two types of outage hilt  would occur would be due to scheduled maintenance and 

force majeure events, which by their nature are unscheduled. Scheduled maintenance 

is managed such that it has essentiaIIy no impact on overall service. Concerning 

force majeure events, Panda Leesburg would receive an allocation of Gulfstream’s 

remaining capacity and seek additional fuel supplies from other shippers. 

Based on your review of comparable natural gas pipelines, what is the likelihood such 

an outage would occur? 

Extremely rare. As discussed further in the Pace report (Exhibit (DEW-3), 

interstate natural gas transportation service has been extremely reliable both in 

Florida and throughout the rest of the North American gas grid during the past 15 

years. Numerous factors account for this reliability (e.g., supply diversity, gas 

industry restructuring, increasing competitive forces, technological developments, 

new contractual mangeiments, etc.). In fact, according to the U.S. Department of 

Transportation natural gas pipelines constitute the safest method of energy 

transmission. 

FGT is a normal example of this reliability. There has been only one major gas 

disruption that has matei:ially restricted gas flow on FGT’s system during the past 30 

years. Since 1984, FGT has only had 24 pipeline incidents, most of which were 

minor and repaired quickly, 

We can expect the same level of reliability from Gulfstream and Buccaneer. Each of 

these pipelines is being developed by leading pipeline companies with existing 

facilities with long recor,ds of highly reliable service. 
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Concerning maintenance, pipeline companies schedule such work during low demand 

period so as to minimize the impact on their customers. They also phase work so that 

capacity reductions are minimized at any particular time, allocate any reductions first 

to non-firm customers, and then allocate any remaining reductions, if any, across all 

firm customers on a p m  rata basis. The result is to reduce the impact of scheduled 

maintenance to essentially zero. 

What would happen to the Panda Leesburg Project if Gulfstream is delayed or is not 

constructed? 

Pace’s review indicates that Gulfstream is on track to be constructed and enter service 

as planned. Moreover, we see no reason that Gulfstream would not proceed timely 

with an extension to the Panda Leesburg Project site. If there is a Gulfstream delay or 

cancellation, I would ex,pect Panda Leesburg to either correspondingly adjust its own 

completion timetable or to seek alternate fuel supply arrangements from either FGT 

or the Buccaneer pipeline project. 

BACKUP FUEL 

What plans, if any, has ]Panda Leesburg made to acquire or install on-site backup fuel 

supply capability for the Project? 

Panda Leesburg has concluded that its natural gas fuel plan is so highly reliable that it 

is not necessary to acquire or install on-site back-up fuel supply. This conclusion has 

been reinforced by Panda Leesburg obtaining Letters of Intent from various fuel 

suppliers to transact with Panda Leesburg such that if the fuel supphers fail to 

perform, they will compensate Panda Leesburg for the cost of replacement natural gas 
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or the cost of substitutt: electrical generation. Exhibit 

Letters of Intent. 

(DEW-5) provides these 

I concur with Panda Leasburg’s approach. Given the contractual arrangements and 

the planned redundancy in pipeline capacity available to the Project, the only 

additional contingency that on-site fuel storage would guard against is the possibility 

of a unscheduled gas pipeline force majeure event occurring simultaneously with 

peak electrical demand and a significant shortfall in electric generating availability. 

As discussed in the Pace report (Exhibit (DEW-3)), natural gas pipelines are 

extremely reliable and ;such force majeure events extremely rare. It would be even 

rarer for such an event to line up with peak power demand and low generator 

availability. 

I also note that the Panda Leesburg approach is the accepted trend nationwide. A 

number of natural gas-fired power plants have been built recently that have not had 

on-site backup fuel supply. For example, Florida Power and Light is not installing 

backup fuel for its 3000 MWs of repowering projects in Sanford and Fort Myers, and 

the 540 MW Westbrook facility under construction in Portland, Maine, is not 

installing backup fuel capability. 

Does this conclude your testimony? 

Yes. 
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DANIEL E. WHITE 

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

FPSC Docket No. 0002BB-EU 
Panda Leesburg: White 
Exhibit (DEW- 1 1  
Page I of 5 

Mr. White has been involved in North American natural gas markets for over 20 years, has lead 
?ace’s fuel consulting practice since 1994, and is the second ranking officer in Pace’s 60-person 
consuIting division. He has lead n.umerous assignments worldwide evaluating natural gas and 
pther fueI markets, preparing strategic energy business initiatives, designing fuel procurement 
;.!am for power and industrial plants, negotiating fuel commodity and transportation contracts, 
;::id conducting fuel due diligence reviews to support acquisitions and financing. 

The largest component of Mr. WhitlE’s and Pace’s fuel practice concerns North American natural 
gas markets. As head of Pace’s 25-person fuel consulting practice, Mr. White supervises a wide 
m a y  of analysis for numerous developers, utilities, lenders, and regulators. His involvement has 
rmged widely. For example, in the last several years Mr. White: lend the preparation of a 
jusiness plan for a leading U.S. electric utility to enter the natural gas marketing business; 
:!csigned and negotiated innovative fuel arrangements for a merchant power plant, for an 
industria1 company designed a plan to optimize natural gas procurement across over 90 facilities, 
mpervised due diligence analysis of fuel arrangements for numerous new power plants, prepared 
power and gas commercial operations plans for several gas-fired power plants; and provided 
expert witness testimony on contracting practices and market dynamics in a large arbitration 
proceeding. Additionally, for a number of years Mr. White was the Executive Director of a trade 
association representing independent power plants on natura1 gas issues. In that capacity Mr. 
White prepared and presented analysis of natural gas issues to state and federal regulators and 
ngencies. 

Mr. White as worked on assignmen1.s concerning numerous countries as well as on activities with 
xrorldwide scopes. This includes the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, Egypt, Ghana, Mexico, 
Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, the Philippines, Australia, 
Thailand, and India. For example, Mr. White: was the lead consultant to a major power and 
?uels asset developer in establishing an integrated power- and gas-trading company in the United 
Kingdom; perfomed an in-depth feasibility study of the electric power and natural gas markets 
in CoIombia; negotiated the natuml gas contracts for the first independent power project in 
T‘enezueIa, designed the tariff for an international natural gas pipeline development in South 
L\merica; and lead preparation the business plan for a worldwide pipeline development company. 

3EPRESENTATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

3 Fuel Procurement. Designed and implemented a fuel procurement plan for a 540MW 
merchant power plant in New England. (1 998-1 999) 

3 Regional Market Analyses. ]?repared five different detailed regional US. gas market 
assessments for energy project developers. Analyzed supply sources, interstate transportation 
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routes, storage options, local distribution services and prices, potential customer mix, and 
load profiles. (1 998-9) 

Large Gas Purchase Arbitration Case. Expert witness on contracting practices and market 
dynamics in arbitration covering over 400 MMcf per day of gas supply serving the 
Northeastern U,S. (1997) 

Florida Pipeline Due Diligence. Provided detaiIed risk assessment and construction 
monitoring of Florida Gas Transmission Company (“FGT”) $ I  biIlion “Phase 111’’ pipeline 
expansion on behalf of lenders t.0 end-users dependent upon the expansion. (Fa11 1992-spring 
1995) 

Florida Gas Market Analysis. Frovided natural gas commodity and transportation 
recommendations to the developers of power plants in Florida, including assessment of FGT 
expansion. (Fall 1997) 

,* US. Pipeline and Marketing Company Acquisifion Effort. Headed a comprehensive 
assessment and valuation of a large gas pipeline and marketing company for acquisition by a 
major American. electric utiIity, Annual pipeline net income is $700 million and gas- 
marketing annual gross is $1 billion. Created a financial model of the pipeline and market 
areas, analyzed target markets for pipeline capacity and natural gas, evaluated competitors, 
and analyzed ongoing regulatory developments. Recommended strategies to optimize the 
pipeline and marketing assets w:ith the company’s existing business. (1996) 

I* Florida Bond Refinancing. Prepared an Independent Fuel Consultant’s Report included in a 
Section 144A bond refinancing lof a gas-fired power plant in Orange County, Florida. (Fall 
1995-spring I 996) 

3 Nationwide Gus Procurement hleview. Headed a detailed review of the gas commodity and 
transportation contracting for ark industrial with 91 facilities throughout the U.S. Prepared a 
corporate-side energy procurement strategy. Negotiated revised and new gas contracts with 
marketers, pipelines, and local distribution companies. (1 997) 

9 Midwest Integrated Power am! Gas Project. 
proposed power plant to be sighted at a natural gas storage field in the Midwest. (1 998) 

Supervised the analysis and valuation of a 

0 Pipeline Regulatory Advocacy. Executive Director of the Energy Managers Association, 
which represented gas-fired independent power producers before FERC. Since I992 
spearheaded EMA’s role in a nu.mber of key national industry issues, such as pressing federal 
regulators to standardize pipeline business practices. (1 992-1 999) 

. 

Florida Fuel Consultanf. Fuel consultant for the financings of several different power plants 
in Florida. For developers this included the Auburndale and Tiger Bay projects. For lenders, 
this included the Mulberry, Orange, and Lake projects. (Summer 1992-Fa11 1995) 
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Pipeline Marker Evaluation. Evaluated natural gas markets 
commercial, and residentia1) in eight franchise areas for the 

(power generation, industrial, 
developer of a potential new 

Iarge diameter natural gas pipeline serving Florida. The study included both areas with 
existing local distribution service and areas not currentIy served by natura1 gas. (1 997) 

Global Pipeline Business Pian. Assessed pipeline markets on global, regional, and project 
levels for a leading worldwide engineering, construction, and investment company. Scope 
was worldwide, inchding North America. ResponsibIe for assessing the demand for oil and 
gas pipelines, the economic value of the pipelines within the IocaI market, and the potential 
financial returns to the owner. 111 997) 

Storage Murkel Evaluation. Provided one of the largest gas storage owners a detailed 
evaluation of gas storage markets covering a 13-state region inchding the upper Midwest, the 
Mid-Atlantic, and the Northeast regions. Analysis included consideration of alternative 
supply and transportation portfolios to meet market demands. (1 994- 1 995) 

U.S. Gas Marketing Plan. Prepared a comprehensive analysis of gas markets for one of the 
largest U.S. electric utilities, and developed a board-level business plan to enter that market. 
Market assessment tasks inclulded analysis of the current state and future prospect of gas 
suppIy, transportation, local distribution, and marketing. Business plan tasks included 
detailed strategies and tactics sit the customer, local distribution, state, and regionaI levels. 
Briefed senior management on :dl aspects of the gas market and the business plan. (1997) 

Souih American Gas Market Slud’. .Evahated gas pipeline and distribution investment 
opportunities in Latin America for a large U.S. interstate pipeline company. Tasks included 
assessment of current development projects and preparation of board-level briefing materials. 
(Spring 1996) 

Fuel Invesimenf Plan. Developed international downstream fuel asset investment plan for a 
major power developer to inve:st $250 miIIion in equity by the year 2001. Key oficer in 
charge of the market analysis, resource requirements, pipeline and storage project proformas, 
and strategies and strategic goals. (1 995- 1 996) 

Storage Market Expert Witness. Expert witness in a lawsuit over construction of a gas 
storage facility in the upper Midwest U.S. Scope was to evaluate the market prospects of the 
facility. (1 995- 1996) 

Worldwide Natural Gas Investment Review. Represented the international energy 
development affdiate in a corporate-wide gas business review for one of the largest U.S. gas 
and electric utiIities. Tasks induded contributing expertise in downstream international gas 
businesses such as pipelines, storage, and distribution. (1 995) 

Gas Contract Expert Witness. Expert witness in lawsuit concerning 18 MMcf/d gas supply 

3 
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contract to deliver gas from the GuIf of Mexico to the Northeastern U.S. Provided detailed 
assessment of viability of use of various pipeline transportation routes. (1 995) 

Pipeline Tarif Developed tariff structure and valuation pro forma for a 150 MMBtdd 
international pipeline proposaI in South America. This included drafting supply and 
transportation contracts for customers, and preparation of pipeline-related filings to the 
national regulatory agency. (1994) 

EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE 

Pace Global Energy Sewices, LLC 
Senior Vice President (8/96 - Present) 

Account Manager (7/92; I 12/93) 
Vice President ( 1/94. - 8/96) 

Second ranking officer in energy consulting division within 140 member energy 
consulting and management firm and its predecessors. 
Leads fuels consulting group 
Directs nwerous evaluations of natural gas markets for a variety of clients, such as 
natural gas producers, pipelines, marketers, investors, lenders, and end-users. 

0 ResponsibIe for numerous North American and internationa1 fuel market assessments 
and infrastructure project evaluations in the last several years. 
Negotiates natural gas commodity and transportation contracts on behalf of clients. 

Energy Managers Association 
Executive Director (1 1/93 - 12/98) 

Managed and represented this national trade association representing gas-fired 
independent power producers. 
Prepared and submitted position papers in pipeline rate design and policy proceedings 
before state and federal regulatory agencies. 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Senior Gas Utility Specialist (1 1/78 - 6/92) 

0 Held a series of positions of increasing responsibiIity within the Office of Producer 
and Pipeline Regulation, which is responsibIe for federal utility regulation of gas 
producers, interstate pipelines, and gas storage facilities. 
Managed detailed evaluations of pipeline and storage operations. 
Drafted federal rules governing interstate pipeline operations. 
Performed economic and poIicy analyses of natural gas regulatory issues and pipeline 
proposals. 
Eight outstanding and superior job performance awards. 
Distinguished Service Award in 1992. 

4 
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REPRESENTATIVE SPEAKING AND PAPER PRESENTATIONS 

“Private Power in Aj-ica” Conference Chair (September 1999) 

“Forecasting Fuel Supply During Development and Operations” 
Power (April 1999) 

presented at Financing Merchant 

“Fuel Supply” presented at Merchant Plants ‘99 (January 1999) 

“Forging Non-Traditional Partnershfps with FueI Suppliers 10 Maximize Your Profilcrbility” Seminar 
Head vovember 1996) 

‘‘Impact of Market Restructuring on Fuel Management” presented at “lnnovative Fuel Management 
Strategies for Electric Uti1 ities” Confwence Chair (March 1996) 

“Demand for Power and its E..ect on Gus“ presented at “Opportunities and Challenges for Gas” 
(October 1995) 

“The New Financial Underpinnings iPequired for CogedIPP Projects ” presented at “The Outlook for 
Natural Gas” (September 1995) 

“The Impact of Cogen Demand on GCIS Infiustructure Projects“ presented at “Power Sales Contracts in 
the Industry Restructuring Environment” (September 1995) 

“IPP Fuel Concerns ” presented at “Gas Supply, Planning, Transportation, and Deliverabiiity” (March 
1995) 

“Introduction to the Gas Challenge ” presented at “Fueling the Restructured Electric Market” (October 
1995) 

EDUCATION 

B .A*, Economics and English, University of Washington, 1 976. Magnu Cum Larrde. 

5 
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NON-BINDING LETTER OF INTENT 

BETWEEN 

GULFSTREAV NATURAL GAS SYSTEM, L.L.C. 

AND 

PANDA :LEESBLRG POWER PARTXERS, L.P. 

This Non-Binding Lemr of Intent (“‘u’] dated effective as of Apnl20,2000, is executed 

by and betwen GUlfsWam Y a n d  Gas System, L-L.C. C’GulfstreW’’), whose mailing address is 

5UO Renaissance Center, Detroit, Mickigm 482243 and Pmda Leesburg fower Partners, L.P. 

C’Panda‘?, whose mailing adc!r:s is 41 00 Spring Valley, Suik 1001 .. D a h ,  TX 75244. This LO1 

sets forth certain matters relatsd 10 the negotiation of a precedent agreement for the transportation 

of nalural gas vinecedent Ameqm’’). Gulfswam and Pmda are herein referred to cdltctively 3s 

LbParties’’ and individually as a ‘ ‘ P a m . ’ ’  

1. Gulfmeam intends to d e s i p  construct, own and operate a natural gas pipeline that will 

exend from intexonneetion;  wid^ the facilities of various nztural gas treatment plants, processing 

plants and interslate natural gas t ~ s m i s s i o n  systems in the vicinity of Mobile, Alabama TO various 

delivmy points in peninsular Flcsida c“ GII I F m  Pmicct”). The Parties hereby agree to cooperate 

u t i 1  June 30,2000, to negoriatt: and attcrnpt to finalize a definitive Precedent Agreement for the 

expansion of Gu1fstr:am’s Project to  prcvide for the consmction of a natusai gas pipeline for the 

mnsportation 3f natural gas TO Pmda‘s L::sburg elecwiic generadng plant in Lakt  County: Florida. 

Panda has set forth its propojal for gas rrmsportation on the term shstt attached as €&bit “A.!‘ 

Such terms are fnr use in aegctiahns only and neither Party shall be bound to such te rms unless and 

until execution and delivery of a. final de5initive Precedent Agr2ement. 

1 

. 
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2. 'RE shall cooperate h the exchange of informntion reasonably required to be 

exchanged for the negotiation and execution of the Precedent Agcerntnt. It is hereby agreed that 

all such information shdl be mitintained in coddencc by rhe receiving party. 

3. This LO1 Hi11 be effsctivc from the execution hereof u t i 1  the earlier of (i) the date that 

a final definitive Precedent Agri:tmwt is execute and delivered by each of the Partics; or (ii) June 

30,2000. In the tvmf a final def'bitive Precedent Agrecmmt is not executed by each of the Parties 

on or before June 30,2000, th15 LO1 shall terminate, and neither Party shdL have any obligation to 

the other hereunder. 

4. No action, COWS: of: condxt or failure to  act by Gulfmeun or Panda, prior to the 

execution of a defmitivc Pecedtztr AgztmenL will give rise to or serve as a basis for my obligazion 

or other liabiliry on the part of G d f i ~ ~ ~ n  or Panda. h y  commitmast or agreement is subject to 

satisfactory negotiation and ex:cati~n by June 30,2000, of a dcfinitit-e agreemenr containing such 

term5 and conditions as are acceptable to  a c h  of the Parties in the exercise of i& SoIe discretion, and 

the approval of Gulfstream's .manascment and Panda'; management and their respective 

management committees, aud ktancid closing (et funding) of Panda's Leesburs power plant 

project. 

5, This LO1 s h d  be construed and interpreted under the laws of the State of Delaware 

(exclusive of any conflict of law p d s i c n s  which would apply the law of another jurisdicrion), 

provided that any provision of su:h l a w  invalidating any provision of this LO1 or modifying the 

intent of Gulfszeam and Panda E:S espresstd in the terms of kiis LOI, shaI1 noi apply. Seither 

Gulfstream nor Pan& shall be entitled to assign this LO1 without the otkr 's  prior written consent, 

which consent shdl not be unreasonably withheld. This LO1 is fur the benefit of Gulf,rtreEun and 

2 
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Panda d is not intended nor rhdl it be constmed to confer any rights or any benefits upon persons 

other than Gulfitream or Pafida 

6. No change, amendment or modification of this EO1 shall bc valid or binding upon che 

Parties hereto d e s 5  such change, amendment or modification is in writing and duly executed by 

the appmpriatdy authorized repirsentativcs of dl Parties hereto. 

7. No presumption shall operate in favor of or against any Party  as a result of any 

responsibility or role that any Party may have had in the drafdng of this LOI. 

8. Nothing contained ~ I I  this LO1 shall be consmtd a constituting a joint veniure or 

partnership between the Parties. 

9, The failwe of any Party to insist upon or enforce, in any instance, stric: performance by 

any other Parp of any provision lor to cxercise any right herein conferrGd shalI not bc construed as 

a waiver or relinquishment t o  any extent of its right to ass& or rely upon any such provision or 

rights on any future occasicn. 

10. No oral agreement or  conversation ~ t h  any officer, agent or employee of any P a q ,  

either before or 3fter the execution of *dis LOI. shall affect or modify any of the terms or obligations 

herein contained. This Lo1 corwtitutes the entke agreement between the Partie: heretc and no 

changes, alterations or modificxions hereof shall be effective unless in writing and signed by the 

duIy authorized representatives cifthe Parries. 

1 1. AI1 Parties mu5t give prior connfenr to the issuance of any press relea5e, advertisement. 

publicity material, prospects, f inac id  document or similar matter or to the participation in a media 

interview which mentions or r t f m  to the Prectdent Agreement or this LOI. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, cac;h of the Partits h e m  has caused this LO1 to be executed as 

of the date and year Wrirten below, but effective as set forth her&&ovt. 

Panda Leesburg Power Partners, L.P. 
By Panda Leesburg I, LLC 

Date: April 20,2000 

4 
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EXHIBIT A 

TO 

NON-BlivDING L E T E R  OF INTEXT 

Tlis Term Sheet outlines the pimipal terms and conditions of a proposed Precedent 
A,pement between Gulfstre- N a d  Gas System, L.L.C (CL-7 and Panda Leesbuq 
Power Pamers, L.L.C. cm') .  This Term Sheet may be submitted as part of an application to 
obtain a Ctrtificate of Need from the Florida Public Service Commission. 

Princiad Terms 

Type of Service: 

Type of Coneact: 

Maximum Daily Quantity: 

Film Gas Transportation 

Prizedent Agreement 

20 0,000 DWday 

Wthin 90 days ofthe plant in-servict date PLPP may request a 
deueasc in the conbacted capacity from 200,000 Dthlday to a 
quimtity which ihdl  be m less than 150,000 DWdq. 

Maximum Hourly Quaotity: 5.0% of MDQ 

Tern: 

Start Date: 

Turenr?; (20) years 

F e b r u q  1, 2003 or such earlier datz as Gulfsacm is able to place 
its facilities in service. 

Receipt Pointj: 

Delivery Points: 

Price: 

Master Receipt Point List 

AI;. rzceipt poinrs construcred or added will be avdable to PLPP 

PI-PP. G u I E t r a  Interconnect 

Confidentiality: 
advisors. Florida Public Service Commissian (subject to FPSC confiaentidity d e s )  and 
consuitants retained by PLPP for the purp~st  of evaluating andlor implementing hs transaction. 
or make any public repreZentations or ymounc=mcnts relating to tfus Tern Sheet, &e pricing 
contained in it, or the terms discussed withour the pior wrirten constnt ofthe other party. 

Neither paw shall disclose to any third partics, except for financial 
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Noble Gas .Marketing, Tnc. 
and 

Panda Lotsburg Power Partners, L.P. 

This Letrtr of h a t  (1’21011’) dated effective 89 of April, - , 2000, i s  executed by and 
between Ngble Gas Marlrdng, hc. (“Xoblc”), whose mailing addt~ss is 350 
GIenbomugh, Suite 180. Houston, TX 77067 and Panda Leesburg Power Partnen. L.P. 
(“‘Panda”), whase mailing address is 4100 Spring ValIcy, Suite 1001, Dallas, TX 75244, 
This LO1 scts forth the undcrstmding between the Parties (as hereinafter defined) for the 
negotiation of an agreement for the smply of natural gas (,‘,a Supply Agrezment”). 
Noble and Pmda art herein referred to cok t ive ly  as “Parties” and individually as 
“Party.“ 

1, The Parties hereby agree to cooperate until September 30, 2001, in good faith, to 
negotiate md attempt to finedize a deftnithe Gas SuppIy Agreement. Pa& has set forth 
its proposal €br g a  supply on the term shea attached as Exhibit “A.!’ Such terms are for 
use in negotiations only and neither p e y  shall bc bound to such t e n s  unless and unti1 
exacution and d e h e r y  of a find definitive G ~ A  Supply Agreement. 

2. The: Parties shall. coaperntte in the exchange of information reasonably requircd to be 
exchanged for the cegotiatirjn and exccution of the Gas SuppIy Ageenent. It is hereby 
agreed that dl such infmnat:ion shaIl be maintained in confidence by the receiving parry. 

3. This LOI will be effective from the execution hereof until, the earlier of (i) the 
exwution of an Gas Supply Agreement that supersedes and replaces this LOT; or (ii] 
Septmber 30, 2001. In the even: thc Gas Supply Agtcement is nor executed by the 
Parties on or before September 30, ZOO;, this LO1 shall terninate, and neither Party shaII 
have any obligation to the other hcrcundcr. 

4. No action, come of conduct or failure to act by h b l e  or Pan& prior to t h e  
execmion of a definitive Gas S ~ p p I y  Agreement, will give risc to or serve as a basis for 
any abIigation or clther liabiiiry on the part of Noble or Panda. Any cornitmen: or 
a p r n e n t  is subjwt to sati!ifactory negotiation and execution by September 50, 2001, of 
a mutually acceptable defin:itive agtecment, and the approval of SobIe’s m a a g m e n t  and 
Panda’s management, and financial closing (with funding) of Panda’s Leesburg power 
plant project- 

5. This LOI shalt be construed and interpwed under the laws of the Statc of Texas 
(exdusive of any conflict of law provisions whch would apply the Iaw of another 
jwisdiction), provided that any provision of such laws invalidating my provision of this 
LO1 or rnodifLing rhc intent of Fuble and Panda a5 expresscd in rhc terms of his  LOI, 
shdl not apply. Neither Xobk nor Pmda shdI bc entitled to assign this LO1 without the 

1 



othcfs prim written consent, which consent shaIl not be unreasonably wichhcld. This 
LOT is for dx bcnefi t of Noblc ard Panda and is not intended nor shall it be construed to 
confer any rights or any benefits upon persons other than NobIc or Panda. 

6.  No change, amendment or  modiftcarion of this LO1 shalI be vaIid or binding upon the 
Parties h e m  unless such dmngc, amcadmcnt OT modification is in writing and duly 
executed by the appropriarel y aut5orized reprcsentativea of  all Parties hereto. 

7 .  No presumption shalI cpptrare in favor of or against any Parly as a resuit of any 
responsibility or role that q y  P q  may have had in the drafting of this LOI. 

8. Nothing contained in this LO1 shall be construed as constitutins ajoint venture or 
partnership between the Parties. 

9. The failure of any Party to insist upon or enfme,  in any instance, skict performance 
by any other Party of any provision or to exercise any right herein caderred shal1 not be 
construed as a waiver or relinquishent LO any extcnt of its right to assert or rely U ~ W I  
any such provision or rights on any W e  occasion. 

IO. No oral agrcment or conversstion with any oEcer, agent or employee of any Party, 
either bcfbre or after the execution of this LOI, shall affect or modify any of the terms or 
obligations h a i n  contained. This LO1 constitutes he entire ageement between the 
Parries hereto and no c h g c z ,  alrcrahs M modifications hereof sh.a[l be eectiv'e ~mJess 
in writing and signed by the duly eutharized rcprcsmtativm of tht Parties. 

11. Ail Parties must give prior cunsent to the issuance of any press release, 
advhemcnf,  pubkit). makriaI: pmspecms, financia1 document or similar mattcr or to 
the parricipation in a media interview which mentions or refer5 IO the Gas Supply 
Agreement or this LOI. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the P a t h  hereto has caused this LO1 to be executed 
as of the date and yuu written bclow, but effective as set  Forth hereinabove. 

Panda Leesburg Power Partners, L.P. 
By Panda Leesburg I, LLC: 
Its general partner 

Date: 
f '{ 

Noble Gas Marketing, Inc. 

By: m 
Title: 
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INTERNATfage Of ,I5 
The Global Power Company 

April 18,2000 

Ah. Bob Burleson 
Noble Gas Marketing, Inc. 
350 Glenborough 
Suite 180 
Houston, TX 77067 

Re: 

Dear Bob: 

Term Sheet for Fimi Gas Supply Transactions 

This Term Sheet odines the primipal terms  an^ conditions of a proposed GISB Short Term 
Natural Gas Purchase and Sale Agreement (“GISB”) between Noble Gas Marketing, Inc. 
(“Noble”) and the Panda Midway Power Partners L.P. Project near Midway, Florida (“PMPP”) 
and Panda Leesburg Power Partners L.P. project near Leesburg, Florida (“PLPP”) (herein 
referred to as the “Project”, “Projects” or “Buyer”) under which Supplier will seII natural gas 
to the Projects on a firm basis. The: Projects intend to use such gas for electric generation. 

The Projects intend to execute a letter of intent with Supplier referencing this Term Sheet that 
addresses the mutually agreeable teirms as outlined below. This Term Sheet may be submitted as 
part of an application to obtain a Certificate of Need from the Florida Public Service 
Commission. 

Princiesll Terms 

Firm Gas Supply Type of Service: 

Type of Contract: 

Quantity: 

Maximum Daily Quantity; 100,000 MMBtdd 

GEE; w/Special Conditions 

As negotiated on Transaction Confirmation 

Term: Two years initial, with evergreen provision and a Buyer’s right of 

4100 Spring Valley Road, Suite 1001, Dallas, Texas 75214 
PHONE - 9721980-7 1 59 FAX - 972B80-68 15 

- . . . . .. 



Start  Date: 

Delivery Points: 

Buy Back Option: 
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INTERNATIt 
The Global Power Company 

first refusal for any proposed changes to the GISB or Special 
Conditions requested by Supplier. 

Effective at the beginning of the Projects test gas period (“Facility 
Testing Date”), approximateIy October 1,2002 

At the Supplier’s option, any of the following delivery points can 
be used: 
(A) F’LPP/Gulfstream 
(B) P’MPPIGulfstream 
(C) P’MPPRGT 

In the event either Project is unable to receive gas that was 
comrnitted on any day, Buyer may request to (i)  in the case of 
Gulfstream deliveries, move the delivery point between the 
Projects or (ii) sell the gas back to SuppIier at a negotiated price 

Price: As negotiated on Transaction Confirmation 

Conditions Precedent: The following conditions precedent to the GlSB shalI exist: 
(i) 

(ii) 

Project financing shall have been completed by November 
1,2001, and 
The Gulfstream pipeline shall be constructed and in service 
by the Facility Testing Date. 

Performance Obligation: Supplier shall have firm obligation to deliver quantities agreed to 
in a Transaction Confirmation subject to the Cover Standard 
selec1:ed in the GISB agreement which will apply to all non- 
performance events except Force Majeure events. In the event of 
Suppllier’s failure to deliver firm gas, Supplier shall have the option 
to: (a) pay the cost to cover replacement firm gas, (b) pay the cost 
to cover replacement firm power, or (c) supply replacement firm 
power. 

C onfidentiahty : Neither Supplier nor Buyer shall disclose to any third parties, 
except for financial advisors, Florida PubIic Service Commission 
(subject to FPSC confidentiality rules) and consultants retained by 

4100 Spring Valley Road, Suite 1001, Dallas, Texas 75244 
PHONE - 972/980-7159 FAX - 972/980-6815 
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The Global Power Company 

Buyer for the purpose of evaluating andor implementing this 
transaction, or make any public representations or announcements 
reIati.ng to this Term Sheet, the pricing contained in it, or the terms 
discussed, without the prior approval of the other party. 

Sincerely, me- . L. dams, Jr. 
Vice President - Fuels 

JLNlc 

4100 Spring Valley Road, Suite 1001, Dallas, Texas 75244 
PHONE - 972/980-7 159 FAX - 972/98&68 15 
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LETTEROFINTENT ’ 

between 

:Koch En- Trading, Inc. 
and 

- Panda Lcesburp Power PartLlers, L.P. 

This Letter of Intent (‘%Or’) ( b e d  effective as of the d & y o f d 4 d  - -I 2000, is 
ncecuted by and between Koch Energy Trading, Inc. (“UT’)), located t 20 E. Greenway 
Plaza, Houston, Texas 77046 and Panda Leesbwg Power Parincrs, L.P. CTanda”), 
whose mailing addrcss is 4100 Spring Valley, Suite 1002, D a h ,  ’Ix 75244. This LO1 
sets forth the undtrstanding, bctwten the  Parties (as hachafter defined) fm the 
nogotidon of an ageemmt Ibr the supply of naturd gas (“Gas Supply Agreement’’). 
KET and Panda arc herein referred to collectively as “Parties” and individually as 
‘,arty.” 

1. The Parties hercby agrec to cooperate until September 30,2001, in good fahh, 
to negotiate and attempt to Endkt a definitive Gas Supply Agreement. Panda has set 
forth its proposal for gas supply on the term sheet attached as Exhibit “A*” Such tenns 
arc for use in negotiations onty and neither party shall be bound to such terms unless and 
until execution and delivery of a hal definitive Gas Supply Agreement- 

2. The Parties shall. cooperate in the exchange of information rtasonably required 
t o  be exchanged for the negotbtioon and execution of the Gas Supply Agreement. It is 
hereby agreed that all such infannation shall be maintained in confidence by the 
receiving party. 

3. This LO1 will be effective from the execution hereof until the earlier of (i) the 
execution of an G a s  Supply Agrccmmt that supersedes and rcplaces this LOI; or (ii) 
September 30, 2001, In the event the Gas Supply Agreement is not executed by the 
Parties on or before Septembar 30,2001, this LO1 shall terminate, and neither Party shall 
have any obligation to tbe other hereunder. 

4. No action, course of conduct or failure to act by KET or Pan& prior to the 
exceution of a definitive Gas Supply Agrement, will &e rise to or scwe as a basis for 
any obligation or athcr liability OA the part of KET or Panda Any commitmmt or 
a&rcemcnt is s u b j s t  to satisfactory negotiation and execution by September 30,2001 of a 
mutually acceptable definitive agreement, and the approval of KET’s management and 
Panda’s management, and fimcial closing (with funding) of Pandor’s Leesburg power 
plant project. 

5. This LO1 shall br! construed and intcrprcted under the laws of the State of 
Texas (exclusive of any conftict of law provisions which would apply the law of another 
jurisdiction), provided hat  any provision of such laws invalidating any provision of this 
LO1 or monlfvmg the htmt of KET and Panda as expressed in the terms of this LOI, 
shall not apply. Neither KE’r nor Panda shall be entitled to assigrl this LO1 without the 
other‘s prior Writtcn consent,, which consent shall not be unreasonably wifhbeld. This 
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LO1 is for the benefit of KET and Panda and is not intmded nor shall it be construed to 
confer any rights or any bm&s upon persons othcr than m T  01 Panda 

6. No change, ammdmtxlt or modification of this LO1 shall be valid or binding 
upon the Parties hmro unless such change, amendment or modification is in writing aad 
duly executed by the approp&tcly autho*ed representatives of all Parties hereto. 

7. No presumption s h d  optrate in Eavor of or against any Party as a result of any 

Nothing contahrd in this LO1 shall be construed as constituting a joint 

responsibility or role that any 'Party may have had in the drafting of this LOX. 

8. 
venture or parbxrship betweaa the Parties. 

9. The failure of a n y  Party to insist upon or enforce, in any instance, strict 
performance by any other Party of any provision or to exercise any right herein confemd 
shall not b8 constfiled as a widvcr or xehquishment to any Extent of its right to assert or 
rely upon any such provision lor rights on any hme occasion. 

10- No oral agreement, or conversation with any officer, agent or employee of any 
Party, either before or after f h t  execution of this LOI, shall affect or modi@ my of the 
terms or obligations herein contained. This LO1 constitutes the tntke agreement between 
the Parties hereto and no changes, alterations or modIficatiom hereof shall be t&ctive 
unless in Writing and signed by the duly authorized rcpresmtatives of the Parties. 

11. All Partics must give prior consent to thc issuance of any press release, 
advtrtisemcnt, publicity matelrid, prospectus, hnancial document or similar matter or to 
the participation in a mcdh inteniew which mentions or rtfcrs to the Gas Supply ' 

Agreement or this LOI. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties hcrctd has caused this LO1 to be 
executed as of the date and ycar written below, but effective as set forth hereinabove, 

Panda Leesburg Power Partners, L.P. 
By Panda Letsbnrg I, LLC 

Koch Energy Trading, Znc "' 

2 
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INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
T h e  Global Power Company 

EXHIBIT "A" 
April 18,2000 

Mr. C h r i s  Fischex 
Koch Energy Trading, Inc. 
20 East Greenway Plaza 
Houston, TX 77046 

Re: Tenn Sheet for Firm Gas Supply Transactions 

This Term Sheet outlines t h e  prihapd t e r n  and conditions of a proposed GISB Short 
Term Natural Gas Purchase and Sale Agremen t  YGISB") between Koch Energy 
Trading, Inc. ("ET") and thc Panda Midway Power Partners, L.L.C. Project near 
Midway, Florida ("PMPI?") and Panda Leesburg Power Partners, L.L.C. project near 
Leesburg, Florida ('TLPP') (herein referred to as the "Project", "Projects" or "Buyer") 
under which Supplier will. sell naturaI gas to the Projects on a firm bask. The Projects 
intend to use such gas for e lehic  generation. 

The Projects intend to execute a I.etter of intent with Supplier rcfercnchg this Term Sheet that 
addresses thc mutually agreeable txms as outlined below. This Tmn Sheet nay  be submitted as 
part of an application to obtain a Certificate of Need Eroxn the Florida Public Service 
Commission. 

Principsl Terms 

Type of Sarvice: Firni Gas Supply 

Type of Contract: GISB w/Special Conditions 

Quantity: A s  negotiated on Transac~on Confinslation 

Term: Two years initid, with evergreen provision and a Buyer's right of 

4100 Spring Valley Road, Suite l O O l ,  Dallas, Texas 75244 
PHONE - 97ySBWl59 FAX - 972/9806815 



Start Date: 

Delivery Points: 

Buy Back Option: 

Price: 

Conditions Precedent: 

Performance Obligation: 

Coddentiality : 
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first refusal for any proposed dmnges to the GTSB .or Special 
ConcIitiom requested by SuppLicr. 

Effective at the beginsling of the Projects test gas period 
("Facility Testing Date"), approximately October 1,2002 

At air: Supplier's option, any of the foIloWiag delivery points can 
be Wjtd: 

(A) lPLPl?/Gdfs.h.e~ 
('3) PMP/Gulfstream 
(C) I?MPP/FGT 

h the event either Project i5. unable to receive gas that was 
committed on any day, Buyer may request t o  (i) in the case of 
Gulfstream deliveries, move the delivmy point between the 
Projlects or (ii) sell the gas back to Supplier at a 'negotiated price 

As negotiated ox1 Transaction Cadmat ion  

I The following conditions precedent ta the GISB shall 

Roject financing s h h  have been completed by 
November 1,2001, and 
The G u l f s b e h  pipeline shall be constructed and in 
sewice by t h e  Facility Testing Date. 

exist: 
(i) 

(ii) 

Sup:plier shall have firm obligation to deliver quantities agreed to 
in 21 Transaction Conhnation subject to the Cover Standard 
selected in the GISB agreement which wi l l  apply to all non- 
perfkmancc events except Force Majeure events. In the event of 
Supplier's failure to deliver h n  gas, Supplier shall have the option 
to: (3) pay t h e  cost to cover replacement h gas, @) pay the cost 
to cover repIacemcnt b power, or (c) supply replacement firm 
power. 

N&ther Supplier nor Buyer shall disclose to any ,third parties, 
except for hmcial advisors, Florida Public Service Cammksion 
(subject to FPSC confidentiality d e s }  and consultants retained by 

. 

4100 Spring Valley Road, Suite 1001, Dallas, Texas 75244 
PHONE - ss7/ssCmS9 FAX- 97yP8048l5 
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INTERNATXUNAL, INL. 
The Global P.0we.r Company 

Buyer for the purpose of ev&ating maor implementing this 
transaction, or make any public representations or announcements 
relating to this Term Sheet, the pricing contained h it, or the tcrms 
discu.ssed, without the prior approval of the other party. 

Sincerely, 

J. L. Adam, Jr, 
Vice President - Fuels 

4100 Spring Valley Road, Suite lOM, Dallas, T- 75244 
FHON’E - 97y48PTl59 FAX - 972/9=815 
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1. The Parties hereby agree to cooperate until September 30, 2001, in good Gth, to 
*gotiate and aftwnpt to kalize a ddnhive Gas SUPPLY Agreemu. Panda has 9et forth 
its proposal for gas supply 011 the term sha attached as Exhiwit ”A.” Such term are for 
ugt in negotiaions only and neither parry shall be bound to such terms unless and mtiI 
CXteuti~n and d d h q  of a fmJ dt6ridve Gps Supply Agrtcment. 

3,  This LO1 will be &crivs h n  the execution hereof una the carIitr of 0 the 
execution of an Giu Supply Agreement that supmedm and replaces this LOI; or (i) 
Septder  30, 2001. In the event the Gas SuppIy Agrement is not executed by the 
P d t s  on or before September 30,2001, this LO1 shall temhatc and neither P=Q shd 
hirvt any obligation to the othcr hercunder. 

4. Nu action, wurst of conducr or failure w act by NUIEB or Pmd4 p ~ h  to the 
#emtian of 8 d&nitive Gas !Supply Agrement, will ght rise to or s m  as a basis for 
arty obligstian or other liability on the part of NUIEB 0; Panda Any commitment or 
agreement is subject IO satisfaaory negotiation and exEution by [drop dead date] of a 
rmrtuany aecepublt d&dtivc ~ m m t ,  and the approval of m ’ s  managcmcnt and 
Panda’s managtmcnt, md hancial dosing (with funding) of Panda’s Lcesburg power 
plant p j - .  

5.  This LO1 dull be consmad and interpreted under the laws of the State of Texas 
(exclusive of any wdiict of law provisions which would appty the law of another 
juridiction), provided that any provision of such laws invalidating any provision of this 
Itof or modifying the hmt o~~~ and Partda as expressed in the tcfms of this LOI, 
shall not apply. Neither NUIEB nor Panda shall be entitled to assign this LO1 Without the 

1 
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9, The Mure of any P w  to insist upan of enforce, In any instance, strict P u f o r m ~  by 
any orha Parry of my provision or to exercisa any right henin c o n f d  shall not be 
construed as a d v e r  or relinquishment to any extent of its right to ssen or rely upon any 
auch provision or Fights on any future occasion. 

I f .  AIl Parties must give prior wnmt to the issuance of any press release, advertisement, 
public& mazerial, ptaspms, :Einancial document or sinrilar matter or to the participation 
in a media htelrview which mations or ref- to the Gas Supply A p m e n t  or this LOI. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, a h  of the Parties hereto has caused this LO1 to be aecutcd 
as of the date and year wrictcn befow, but effective as sa forth htrcinabo=. 

Panda k b u r g  Powver Pafinen, LP, 
’ By Panda Lttsburg I, LLC 

2 
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INTERNATIONAL INC. 
The Gl0b;il P o w  Company 

Dear Peter: 

This Term Shegt outlined the principal terms and coditions uf a proposed GZSB Short 
Tcrm Natural Gas Pushme and M e  Agreement ("GEB") betwm NUI Energy 
B r o b  ("W) and t)fe Panda Midway Power P w ,  LLC Project near Midway, 
Florida ('W) and Panda l h b u r g  Power Partners, LLC. pmj& neax k b u r g ,  
Florida ("PLPP") &erein tn as the "Projed', "Prujee!s*' or "Buy&) undet 
which Supplier will a d  natural gas ta the Projet& on a firrn basis, The h j -  inknd 
to use such gas for elecMc generation, 

The Projects intmd to c x s ~ t e  t letter of intent with Supplier referencing this Term S h e t  drar 
addresses the mumally agreeable tmm as outlined below. m*s Tam Sheet may be submitted as 
pprt of an appliatbn to obtain a Cedficatc of Need from the Florida Public S h c t  Commksion, 

Piincinrl Terms 

Type of sentice: 

Type of CmWct 

QwnttJ': 

Maximurn D d y  Quantity: 

Tam: 

F h t  Gas Suppty 

As riegotiatd on Tramdon Confirmation 

100,000 MMBttlld 

Two years initial, Vvith evergreen pmvidon arrd a Buyer's right of 
first refbsd for any proposed changa to the GISB w t  S p d  
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start Date; 

PdVery Points: 

BUY B a k  Opdon: 

Price: 

cunditions Recedent 

90'd W 6 E  ZSE ee6 
- - - . . . . . 
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INTERNATIONAIL, mC= 
The Ghbd POW- 5 m p ; r p ~  

Comiitians requad by Supplier. 

Effective at the bgiMing of &e RWts tes t  gas period 
("Facility Testing Dakn), appro>dmately O c b k  1,2002 

In the tvmt Cithcr Projecf is unsbit to receive g a s  that was 
wrmnjtted on any day, Buyer may request to 0) in the CUE of 
G u E m  delivsies, move the d e l i w  point beween the Projcas 
or (ii) sell the gas back to Suppliu at a negotiated price 

The following conditians precedent to fhe GBS shall 

Projwt financing shall haw b m  completed by 
Novemk 1,2001, and 
The Gulfstream pipelline SW k constructed and in 
service by the Facility Testing Date. 

exist 
(9 

(ii) 

SuppIk shall have hi obligation to deliver quades agreed to in 
a Tmsaetion Codmation subject to the Cover Standard selected 
in the GISB agreement which will apply to ail non-petfomance 
m : t s  except Fotct Majeure events. In the cvtnt of Supplier's 
h1ur.c te deliver fm gas, Supplier shdl have the option to: (a) pay 
the cos  to cover rtplacment ih gas, (b) pay the wsr to cdvef 
teplacmmt h powtr, or (E) suppIy rcpiseement power. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Pace Global Energy Services (“Pact:”) performed an independent review of the reasonableness of 
two fuel plans within the context of the regional spot and long term natural gas markets and in 
light of Panda’s electricity marketing expectations. The fuel plans concern two 1,000 MW, gas- 
h e d  power generation units to tie located near Midway, FL (the “Midway Project”) and 
Leesburg, FL (the “Leesburg Project”) (together referred to as the “Projects”). The Projects are 
under development by Panda Leesburg Power Partners, L.P. and Panda Midway Power Partners, 
L.P. (“Panda”). 

FINDINGS 

Summary 

Based on Pace’s gas market analysis, it is Pace’s opinion that Panda’s fuel plans provide a 
reasonable and reliable approach to fuel procurement. The plans exploit the expected increase in 
gas availability so as to hold the prospect of reliable, economical, efficient fuel procurement 
matched with the dispatch cxpcctations of the Projects, as developed by R.W. Beck and other gas 
market and power dispatch developments. 

Natural Gas Markets 

Pace finds the following to be key fundamentals indicating the reliability and availability of 
natural gas supply and pipeline transportation capacity relevant to the Florida market: 

Natural gas supply is abundant and readily available in the producing basins that feed the 
pipeline syslem(s) serving the ]Florida market; namely Onshore Gull  Coasl, Oflshore Gulf 
Coast, and East Texas. 
Numerous reputable, investment grade producers and natural gas marketers sell firm supply 
and other value added services, such as volume flexibility and price hedging, in the Mobile 
Bay and at FGT’s Zone 1 ,  Zone 2, and Zone 3 pools. 
A highly interconnected natural gas pipeline grid in the Gulf producing region can provide 
supplemental supply at market based prices to replace supply lost to force majeure. 
There is a gcneral consensus among reputable gas forecasters that national natural gas 
resources exist to supply the current 22 Tcf/year domestic market for just over 50 years. 
On a national level, industry fonxasters expect the growth in productive capacity to maintain 
zi balance with the growth in expected demand on both a national and regional level. 
Regional balances are maintained through the development and interconnectivi ty of the 
natural gas pipeline grid. 
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Daily liquidity for supply in the Mobile Bay and at FGT’s Zone 1 ,  Zone 2 and Zone 3 supply 
pools as well as interconnects with other highly liquid interstate pipeline systems is high 
relative to the Projects’ expected swing requirements. 

Transpo rt8tion 

According to the Department of Transportation Office of Plpeline Safety natural gas 
pipelines constitute the safest method of energy transmission. Advances technology such as 
more efficient informationkommunication technology, smart pigs, and pipeline materials, 
will continue to improve the safety and reliability of natural gas pipeline operations and 
transportation services. 
FGT is i n  constant compliance with the guidelines of the Department of Transportation’s 
Office of Pipeline Safety, which oversees Federal standards relating to the construction, 
maintenance and repair of pipeline systems. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 
continued compliance will result i n  high levels of reliability. Pace expects a similar level of 
compliance to the Department of Transportation’s Office of Pipeline Safety guidelines from 
the planned Gulfstream and Buccaneer pipeline systems. These projects are being developed 
by leading pipeline companies with existing facilities with long records of highly reliable 
service. 
The nature of contracts for transportation service is the primary determinant of gas reliability 
in the gas market, as confirmed by the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America 
(“TNG AA”). 
The primary and secondary transportation markets are orderly and competitive and the 
availability and reliability of transportation capacity is ultimately a function of price. 
The pipeline industry is considered very responsive to the needs and growth of natural gas 
consumers. For example, Gulfstream Natural Gas System (“Gulfstream”) is already 
considering a Phase 2 expansion by extending its pipeline system to connect with new 
consumers and increasing compression. Florida Gas Transmission (“FGT”), through a 
slightly more complicated cornkination of looping and additional compression is expected to 
continue to provide additional c,apacity to scrvc growing markets. Phase V on FGT includes 
installment of 42 inch pipeline loops that are substantially oversized relevant to Phase V near 
term firm requirements, enablinj; efficient future expansions. 
Due to the large number of expected capacity expansions (totaling between 1.8 - 2.7 Bcf/d) 
over the next three years i n  Florida and forecasts for aggregate consumption growth, Pace 
expects to see an excess of prim,ary pipeline capacity beginning in 2001 (see Exhibit 1 ).’ 
FERC may issue preliminary dctcrminations on thc non-environmental aspects rrf the 
Buccaneer and Gulfstream pipelines at its hearing on April 25,2000. 

EM Forin 176 data used to obtain historical gas deimnd by sector, with adjustments to power generation figures. 
Projected gas consumption for the power generation sector obtained from Pace modeling. Forecasts of gas 
consumption for the non-power sectors were developed in consultation with Florida Public Service Commission 
natural gas staff. The electricity-related delnand is consistent with the IYBRegional Load and Resource Plan. 

1 



The Midway project is in effect facilitating the development of competitive alternatives to 
FGT for transpoxeation service, which will ultimately reduce the cost of transportation service 
and benefit the Florida power consumers, 

Exhibit 1 : Projected Pipeline capacity Supply and Demand Balance in Florida 

2,600 

3 

E,OOO 

1,5QO 

t ,000 

Pace expects inaeiuitlg availability of secondary pipdine capacity resulting from (i) 
FIorida's growing seasanal demand profile, @) efficiwt allocation of existing capacity 
through Gapcity rdeade or other bundled Wansactiom, [ik) active marketing d excess 
capacity by Gdhtream and FGT. 
Availability of delivered gas supplies and transpartation lander short-term trms&ctim~ will 
substm~lly increase in R~rida iw the total deliverability of the gas infrastructure increases 
'to meet the increased demand for power generation. As a corollary to this development, 
delivered gas and pipdine lrmsportatim will b available at rnarkebcleafing prices. 

0 

Fuel Plans 

Based on Pace's review of documents provided by Panda and Panda's explanation of its fuel 
plans, Pace finds the follovving to be the key elements associated with the plans: 
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lntmconnections with Gulfstream (and in the case of Midway an additional connection with 
FGT.) 
Short-term spot firm natural gas supply transactions with prducers and marketers in the 
Mobile Bay region for supply into Gulfstream and FGT and adhtional producers and 
marketers for supply in FGT’s Zone 2 (Louisiana) and Zone 1 (Texas). The price and 
volume terms of the supply agreements will be agreed lo at the time of the transaction and 
will be tied to the generation coinmitments provided in the power sales agreements. 
20-year firm transportation (“FT’) agreements for 100 percent of the Project’s peak day 
natural gas requiremcnt, which is defined as the fuel required to power the Project at 100% 
capacity for all 24 hours of a ,single day. Panda represents that the peak day natural gas 
requirement is 172,488 MMBtuld. 
Panda has the right and the intention of turning back a pomon of its Gulfstream FT i n  favor 
of more economic and equally reliable alternative fuel delivery arrangements for the bendit 
of the Florida power consumers and the Midway Project. However, Panda does not intend to 
reduce the FT volumes below 7!i% of its peak day requirement. 
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GAS SUPPCV AND DEMAND ASSESSMENT 

Orderly and competitive markets for natural gas supply exist in the U.S. that allow commodity 
prices to balance consumption with demand. Furthermore, the existence of abundant potential 
natural gas reserves and continuously improving technologies will allow the natural gas 
commodity market to maintain a rel,atively constant equilibrium price in real terms. 

To support these conclusions, the remainder of this section provides our research and analysis 
pertaining to the following: 

Fundamental Drivers Affecting Natural Gas Supply and Demand Balances. 
Florida Supply and Demand Balance. 
Natural Gas Regulatory and Market Structurcs. 
Comparison of Industry Fundamental Forecasts. 

FUNDAMENTAL DRIVERS 

North America has substantial potential natural gas resources. For example, estimates of the 
total technically recoverable natural gas resource base i n  Korth America approach 1,500 trillion 
cubic feet (‘‘TCF‘’).2 Natural gas remrves are located throughout North America, however, much 
of the incremental gas supply needed to fuel the 30 TCF gas market will depend on increased 
drilling in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin, the development of coalbed methane 
resources i n  the Rockies, and a greater reliance on development of deepwater gas plays in thc 
Gulf of Mexico region. 

The U.S. has potentially abundant natural gas resources that can he targeted for future 
exploration and development. In fact, the National Petroleum Council concluded in a recent 
study that, “Sufficient resources exist to meet growing demand well into the 21“ ~ e n t u r y . ” ~  
Conditions underpinning the existerice of an abundant, reliable supply of gas in the U.S. consist 
of the following: 

Total potential natural gas resources in the U.S. are estimated to exceed 1,037 The 
cstimated potential rcsources in .thc U.S. can satisfy current demand levels for over S O  years. 
Continuos irnprovemcnts i n  tcchnollogy and business practices affecting upstream operations 
will permit the producing sector to access the potential resource base at a rate consistent with 

The stated volume represents the sum of North American estiinates of undiscovered resources in conventional 

“Natural Gas: Meeting the Challenges of the Nation’s Growing Natural Gas Demand,” Nahonal Petroleum 

“Potential Supply of Natural Gas in the United States - 1998.”, Potential Gas Committee. 

2 

reservoirs, continuous-type resources, and the expected proved u l t imte  recovery appreciation in hiown fields. 

Council, December 15, 1999. 
4 
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Lower 48 
Total U.S. 

Total North America 

the required production growth to maintain constant proved reserves-to-produdan ratios 
(“IUP Ratio”). 
The U.S. currentIy has enough proved reserves to supply cumnt demand for approximately 
nine yeas {k, the U.S. has a current R/p ratio of 9 years) (see Exhibit 2). 

154.1 18.2 8.5 
1640 18.7 8,8 
224.6 24.5 9.2 

Exhibit 2: Natural Gas Produdion and Proved Resew-, 1998 

The Florida market is served primarily from production in the Gulf Comt, Rio Grande, East 
T e w  and Mississippi Basins (“Relevant Producing Region”) (see Exhibit 3). The fuhdamentals 
pertaining to these production regions are similar to the national level fundamentals, however, 
display slightly different characteristics that are unique to the region. 

Exhibit 3: Relevant Production Basins 

Source: R D I a t t d h w  



The fundamentals supporhng an orderly and competitive suppIy market in the Relevant 
Producing Region are as follows: 

Supply Region 

The Relevant Producing Region is the dominant production region in the L.S. 
The potential resource base of the Relevant Producing Region is 229 TCF, as shown in 
Exhbit 4. Potential resources are split evenly between on-shore and offshore regions. 

Production wp Ratio Proved 
Reserves 

(Tcf) (Tc9 

Exhibit 4: Potential Resource Base for the Relevant Producing Region 

East Texas 

I Catsgory 

52.4 8.8 6,O 
10.8 1.2 8,9 

Resource Base I (fcf) 
Ionshore, 0-1 5,000 feet I 60.155 I 
Ionshore, 15,00O-30,000 feet I 46.665 I 

(Offshore. 0-200 meters I 45.470 I 
Offshore, 200-1 000 meters 
Offshore, > 1000 meters 

Off shore Subtotlal 121,710 
-- . - .. 

Total for Gulf Coast Area 

Suum: I'ukoual Gas C o m m t w  

Proved reserves i n  the Kelevant Producing Region exceeded 63 TCF in 1998. The Relevant 
Producing Region supplies almost 50 percent of total U.S. production or 10 TCF. 
R/p ratios will be maintained a d  current levels reflecting the preference for the producing 
sector to maintain low inventories to conserve cosh. 

Exhibit 5: Production and Provc!d Reserves for the Relevant Producing Renion. 19S6 

I Gulf Coast Offshore I 31.6 I 5.4 I 5.9 I 
lGulf Coast Onshore I 20,8 I 3.4 I 6.2 I 

Significant exploration activity is cxpcctcd to continuc in the Gulf Coast supply areas 
because of innovations such as hlorizontal drilling, multilateral completions, and optimization 
of well locations via 7-D seismic: or monitoring-while-drilling. 
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Production gas, which is ultimately the commodity that is purchased at liquid trading points 
and pools, is considered a highly reliable supply source. The service level specikd in the 
gas purchase agreements actuallly determines the reliability of supply specific to a buyer and 
firm supply is considered highly reliable subject only to force majeure events. 
Gulfstream, Buccaneer and FGT Phase V expansions all primarily access the Mobile Ray 
portion of the Gulf Coast Basin. Current productive capacity in the Mobile Bay exceeds 3.6 
Bcfld based on the aggregate capacities of Dauphin Tsland, Destin, Transco, 
Exxon/Mobi l/S hell, and Chandeleur. 
Gulfstream and Buccaneer plan to interconnect with multiple gas processing facilities and 
pipelines in Mobile Bay. This will provide access to up to 2.2 Bcf/d (approximately twice 
the projected capacity of the pi,peline) of Mobile Bay supply at market based rates through 
the following pipelines and processing plants: Destin (600 MMcf/d), the Williams Plant (300 
MMcf/d), Dauhpin Island pipeline and plant (800 MMcf/d), Koch-Gateway (250 MMcfld), 
and the Mary Ann Plant (1 50 hlMcf/d). FGT has access to up to I .  1 Rcf/d of Mobile Bay 
gas through interconnects with Transco, Destin, and Koch-Gateway (“Koch”). 
Gas production at Mobile Bay has increased markedly since 199 1 (see Exhibit 6) .  
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Exhibit 6: Recent Mobile Bay Offshore Production History 

Opersior(sYFormation 1997 79.32 I993 7991 1995 I996 7997 7998 

Southeast Motile Bay 
MobiUMiocene 
Lower Mobile Bay - Mary Ann 
McbiVNrxphlst 
Fairway ShelllNorphist 
M a t h  Dauphin Island Callon 
Offshore (ARC0)IMiocene 
Northwest Dauphin Island 
Offshore Grwp 
(ARC0)hIiocens 
State IOWFederal 821 Unlt 
Shell (B.P.)/Norkhlet 
Northwest Gulf-Mobile Area 
ExxmlNorp hiot 
Eon Scour  Bay 
Exxon/Norphlet 
Norh Cenbat GuttMobile Area 
ExxomNorphiet 
South Dauphin Idand Scam 
(O.E. D.C.)/Miocene 
Northeast Petit Bois Pass 
Offshore Grwpmniomne 

29.192.297 29.6:!0.186 31,499,316 
3.383.303 62,720.015 65.645.1 77 

205,515 lQ,3OO,OBB 15,876,095 

61 4,328 928.083 

6tiB.921 780,375 

11,781,085 

3,323,340 

1.71 9.004 

559,502 

31,287,756 
63.970,449 

11,120.113 

1.974.763 

463,567 

59,853,353 

25,675,381 

31 -947,387 

3.544.948 

364.481 

34,l W3,756 
49,964-71 t 

7,3 67,W 5 

1.209.936 

41 5,972 

52,219,842 

33,704.1 04 

32,15[1.457 

2,677,747 

63360 

38,703,648 
43,537,117 

3,787,477 

885,610 

31 1,851 

46.669.562 

38,564,999 

31.888.950 

1,493,581 

1,187,330 

45.81 4,397 
W731.030 

2,124,370 

597.5[)1 

41 8.997 

58.074.595 

38,670,887 

28.269,814 

698,559 

535.627 

38.41 6.907 
30.856.305 

1.1 30.972 

545.589 

224,044 

64.264,328 

37,087,894 

42.765.970 

399.587 

380,513 

East Mississippi Sound Legacy 
RsswrcewMiocene 122.268 1.B19.506 79,688 
Goose &you Legacy 
RosnurcedMiocene I 18,071 I ,334.098 61,434 
State 10WFederat 820 Unit 
ChevroWlNorphlet a.113 062,208 2.625.a5 
Aloe Bay Mobilflwphlet 3.497.791 3.956.591 
Soulh Pelican Island 
Exxonhlimme 331,616 
Saxon Bay Legacy 
ResourcedMiocme 226.430 
Total 32,761,121 112.923,538 132,121.977 230,218,198 214.057.799 210.210,042 215946.898 223.212.681 

source: U.S. m s ,  hutusl 1999 

The potential exists to link prduction in the portion of the Gulf Coast Basin that is west of 
Mobile Bay, thus supplementing existing production and offering competitive alternatives. 
Daily liquidity for supply in the Mobile Bay and at FGT’s Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 supply 
pools as well as interconnccts with other highly liquid interstate pipdine systems is high 
relative to the Projects’ expected swing requirements. 
The development of a new liquid trading point at the receipt points of the Buccaneer or 
Gulfstream systems is highly liksely. 
Liquefied natural gas (“LNG’’) augments domestic production gas. Although i ts contribution 
to the aggregate supply of gas in the U.S. is expected to remain small, LNG is expected to 
grow significantly during the next 20 years and LNG may be an important potential source of 
regional, short-term gas supply. According to the Encrgy Information Administration 
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(“EIA’), LNG imports have grown at a rate of 7.2 p m n t  a year tx from 0.07 TCF in 1998 
to and estimated 0.39 TCF in 2aQO.’ 

Demand 

U.S. natural gas consumption across all sectors is about 22 TCF per year (see Exhibit 7). 
Industrial sector gas consumption has dwarfed all other sectors, representing about 44 percent of 
tutal U.S, gas demand hiistomically. Currently, the power and commercial sectors both represent 
about 16 percent of U.S. gas demand while the residential sector comprises the remaining 24 
percent of the market. 

Exhibit T: Historical Gas Conrumptlon by Sector in the U.S., f0W-1- 
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A general consensus exists among farecasters that aggregm U.5. natural gas consumption will 
increase dgnificantly during the next 20 yeas. For example3 under reference case assumptions 
EM projects total natural gas demand of 30 TCF per year by 2020 (see Exhibit 8). All sectors 
exhibit demand growth.& 
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Exhibit 8: Projected Growth in U.S. Natural Gas Demand 
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However, as depicted in Exhibit 9, nearly 50 percent of the growth in gas demand is likely to 
come from the power generation sector. Factors accounting for the projected growth in gas-fired 
power generation consist of the following: 

Robust economic growth. 
Retirements of nuclear power plants and oil steam ~ n s t s . ~  
Displacement af less eficient power plants, including gas units. 
Favorable capital costs, construction lead times, staffing requirements, modularity, and 
efficiencies compared to alternative types of generating plants. 
Environmental policies that favor natural gas usage. 

According to the American Gas Association, if no operating licenses are extended for nuclear 
units, nuclear generating capacity would be cut in half by 2020. 



Exhibit 9: Distribution of Future Growth in Gas Demand by Sector 

source: EIA, h u n l  m m  OutlOoR 2# 

Industrid . 23% 

Histarically, about two-thirds of total gas consumption in Florida has been from the power 
generation sector. Pace expects the dominance o€ the power generation sector to continue in 
Florida. In fact, natural gas consumed by power generators may account for nearly one TCF per 
yew or 83 percent of total Florida demand by 2010 (see Exhibit 10). The majority of 
incremental gas demand will come from the power generation during the next decade.8 
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Exhibit 10: Florida Natural Gas Demand Forecast by Sector 

Pace’s outlook for the natural gas supply and demand balances in Florida is shown in Exhibit 11. 
Pace’s analysis of the overall gas balance in Florida is based on the following: 

0 

Demand for the non-power sectors is derived from information contained in Form EIA-176.9 
Pace stripped the non-utility generation data from the commercial and industrial sectors 
incorporated it into its independent estimate of total power generation demand. 
Residential, commercial and industrial demand growth rates were derived from discussions 
with natural gas staff at the FPSC and Pace’s analysis of Florida natural gas historical 
consumption trends. 
The outlook for power sector consumption was determined by d e l i n g  fuel consumption 
using electricity demand estimates consistent with the 1999 R e g i d  Loc4d a d  Rsrsaurce 
Plmz starting in year 2000. Actual power generation consumption, as reported by EIA, were 
used for 1998 and 1999. 
Historical peak day deliverability on FGT, §outh Georgia Pipeline, and Southern Natural 
Gas represents gas supply into Florida. About 2.7 Bcfld of new summer peak gas 
deliverability into Florida is currently planned.” The supply outlook is determined by 
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phasing in FGT's Phase IV (2001) and Phase V (2002) projects along with potential 
throughput from the Buccaneer (2003) and Gulfstream (2003) offshore pipelinw 
Because of the lack of local production and market area storage, Pace assumes that Florida 
gas supply is equivalent to interstate gas pipeline deliverability into the state. 

Exhibh 1 I :  Projmtrd Supply and Demand Balm- in Florida 
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Given Pace's projection of total gas demand in Florida, excess pipeline capacity may be 
available between 2003 to 2013, if all currently planned pipeline capacity goes into service. 
More speci€ically, Pace finds that: 

For peak day summer requirements, the gas supply and demand balance will remain tight 
until 2003 when proposed offshore pipeline projects are planned to come on line. 
Construction of the Gulfstream pipeline (referred to as expected gas pipeline capacity above) 
will result in excess gas deliverability between 2003 and 2008, even on peak summer day. 
Fxcess gas deliverability exists from 2003 to 2013 if both Gulfstream and Buccaneer 
pipelines are built. 



Potential excess gas deliverability is even higher when viewed on an average annual basis. 
For example, average annual dtmands for gas are about S O 0  - 1,000 MMcf/d less than peak 
day gas demand between ZOO0 ;md 201 5. 

REGULATORY AND MARKET STRUCTURE 

A highly liquid, competitive market for natural gas has developed in the United States during the 
past two decades because of a serks of Federal regulatory and legislative initiatives resulting in 
wellhead decontrol, open access transportation, and the unbundling of pipeline sales from the 
transportation function. Action at the State-level complimented Federal regulatory initiatives 
and enabled end users to exercise much greater latitude in purchasing their own gas and 
transporting that gas over LDC and interstate systems. Lower natural gas prices and a more 
efficient gas grid have developed as a result of these actions. 

Increasing numbers of buyers, sellrxs, and transaction volumes have deepencd the competitive 
nature of the market. Natural gas is now a traded commodity with daily and even hourly 
transactions involving a multitude of different buyers, sellers, and resellers. A liquid futures 
market and other hedging and forward-trading instruments compliment physical trading. 
Because of these factors, together with the active trading of natural gas pipeline capacity, gas 
buyers have many options by which to purchase gas anywhere from the wellhead to the 
burnertip. 

With prices free to move to balance supply and demand and with gas demand being sensitive to 
changing weather conditions, daily gas prices developed a high degree of volatility. This creatcd 
a demand for financial trading mechanisms and, in 1990, the NYMEX gas futures contract began 
trading, complementing the various over-the-counter risk management mechanisms already i n  
use. The futures market has expandcd, with open interest of over 100,000 contracts, representing 
one billion MMBtu.” 

Pace expects that a substantial portion of the gas market will continue to be traded under short- 
term arrangements. By the late 198O’s, 80 percent of gas was flowing through the short-term 
market as gas utilities and industrial:; jumped at the new possibility of buying gas from producers 
at relatively low monthly “spot” or monthly contract index priccs rather than acquiring bundled 
services at the traditional pipeline salcs rate. Over time, the amount of gas sold under short-term 
contracts decreased and has now sitabilized at approximately 25-35 percent of consumption. 
Pace bclieves this percentage represents a long-term pattern rcflccting the tendency for many end 
users to segment supply arrangements into a portfolio with varying twms. 

In summary, the following factors underpin the orderly and competitive market for natural gas 
commodity. 

One contract = 10,000 MMRtu. I1 



Robust whdesale markets for gas exist as evidenced by the development of liquid trading 
points and market centers (se Exhibit 12). Market centers facilitate trade by: 

Bringing together large numbers of buyers and sellers, 
Improving price transparency and discovery. 
Facilitating short-term balancing. 

New financial instmments have been created to assist end users in managing risk; open 
interest for NYMEX futures contracts exceeds 100,DQQ contracts. 
Integration of gas  and electric markets is ledng to greater competition among energy 
service providers. l2 
Enhanced electronic communidan between pipelines and shippers, development of more 
standardid business pmaices (Le., the Gas Industry Standards Bmd) ,  and the nascent 
provision of eComerce gas market services. 

Exhibit 12: North A m h n  Mirlcet Centem and Liquid Trading Points 

Source: EIA, RDL Pace 

l2 Total U.S. gas consurnptim is expected to increase from 22 trillion cubic feet in 1997 to ovw 30 trillion cubic feet 
by 20010, driven primrily by 4.5 p r c m  mmal &row& in gm-fird p e r  iwtm consumptim 
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A general consensus exists among most natural gas forecasters that the supply of natural gas is 
likcly to grow significantly during the next 15 years. 

As shown in Exhibit 13, most forecasters project nearly 2 percent annual growth i n  U.S. gas 
production and 3 percent annual growth i n  Canadian gas imports during the next 15 years. Most 
of the incremental gas supplies are intended to fuel power generation requirements, which arc 
generally expected to grow about 5 ,percent per year over this same period. 

Exhibit 13: Comparative Gas Forecasts 

Similarly, Pace finds that most entities that report on the likely size of potential gas resources i n  
the U.S. estimate a total resource ‘base in excess of 1,000 Bcf. In its latest analysis of U.S. 
potential gas supplies, the leading independent organization responsible for assessing U.S. 
resource base, the Potential Gas Ccimmittee (“PGC”), stated that cven with moderate growth in 
demand, technological improvements will continue to foster gas recovery rates and it expects 
that reserves replacement will contiiiue at a high Comparisons of resource base estimates 
are presented in Exhibit 14. 

Exhibit 14: Comparative Resource Base Assessments 

Re sou rcdcatego ry I; RI GRI NPC NPC Potential USGS 
Current Advanced Current Advanced Gas MMS 

1998 1998 Committee 1995- 
1999 1996 

To tal Co nve ntiona I Resources 1384 1466 516 58 1 095 786 
Total Unconventional Resources 567 747 383 576 141 358 

Total Lower 48 States 1455 1 670 756 986 785 978 
Total Alaska 496 543 143 171 251 226 

Total United States 1951 221 3 899 1157 1036 1144 

l3 Potential Supfdy qj’Ndural Gas in f k e  United Slates, Potential Gas Committee, Colorado School of Mines, March 
1999. 
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NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION ASSESSMENT 

lnterstate natural gas transportation service has been extremely reliable i n  Florida and throughout 
the rest of the North American gas grid during the past 15 years. Numerous factors account for 
this reliability (e.g., supply diversily, gas industry restructuring, increasing competitive forces, 
technological developments, new cc~ntractual arrangements, etc .). 

Pace finds the following is support ithat an orderly, competitive market exists for reliable natural 
gas transportation services in the U.S. 

a 

a 

0 

Natural gas transportation services throughout North America are highly reliable; force 
majeure events significantly affecting mainline throughput are rare. 
The reliability of natural gas transportation since the implementation of FERC Order 636 is 
largely a function of the quality or the type and level of scrvicc contracted by the shipper; 
customers buy the quality of service they need. 
Additional capacity will be developed when the market demands it. 
Currently nearly 2.7 Bcf of inuemental capacity is planned in blorida from 2001 - 2003. 
Pace expects that approximately 1.8 Bcfld of new pipeline capacity will be constructcd by 
2003. 
Beyond the current announced projects; additional capacity can be added to the Peninsula 
under FGT Phase VI and VJI or by adding compression to either of the offshore pipeline 
options likely to be built. 
According to the INGAA, subs1;antial investments in pipeline ca acity will be made during 
the next 10 years to ensure the development of a 30 TCF market. l Y  

Discussion of natural gas transportalion issues is divided into four sections: 

FGT RELIABILITY 

FGT’s pipclinc system has been very reliable, historically. Pace finds that FGT’s histnridl y 
reliable service is likely to continue because: 

Historic Reliability of FGT’s System. 
Reliability of the North American Gas Grid. 
New Pipeline Developments i n  Florida. 
Market Dynamics Affecting Florida Gas Capacity. 

l4 Pipdine md Storuge Infrastmdure Requiremenis for a 30 TCF U.S. Gas Market, Interstate Katural Gas 
Association of America Foundation, January 26, 1999. 
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a 

According to FCT only one major gas disruption has restricted gas flow on FGT’s system 
during the past 30 years.15 Moreover, since 1984 FGT has only had 24 pipeline incidents, 
most of which were minor and rlqaired quickly. 
Its entire system now operates as an integrated network now enabling FGT to provide service 
to most customers evcn if one of its major looped lincs goes out of service. 
A fourth “barrel” is being added to FGT’s “triple looped” system. FGT is initiating a 42” 
loop as part of Phase V expansion to parallel ROWS for the 24”, 30”, and 36” diameter 
mainlines thus providing enhanced deliverabili ty and reliability. 
Multiple compressors exist at many of the compressor station lwations thus providing 
enhanced reliability through redundancy if a compressor needs to be taken off-line for 
planned or unplanned maintenance. 
Only about 0.3 percent of FGT’s pipeline system is above ground. 
Numerous interconnections exist with pipelines at upstream points. 
FGT employs the U.S. Department of Transportation’s regulations, (49 C.F.K. Part 192) as 
the minimum standards for c:onstruction. Mormvcr, FGT intends to use the latest 
technological innovations involving: 1) metalhrgical materials (MI 5L X-70) for its 26- to 
36-inch pipe, 2) coatings, 3) 100 percent radiography, and 4) turbine equipment. 
Interruptible transportation on FGT is reliable, particularly during the winter due to climate. 
Exhibit 15 demonstrates that FGT’s system operates at a relatively high systcm load factor; 
however, secondary market cap,acity is available in the winter and can be purchased during 
the summer although rwrictions may apply at certain receipt points during summer months. 

Multiple lightening strikes at Coqresscr Station 15 in August 1998 resulted in restricted gas flows. As a result 
of this event FGT has redesigned the yard pipe at i ts  compressor stations so that they are better grounded and less 
prone to outages from lightening. 

15 

. .- 

19 
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Exhibit 15: Recent Load Factor H!story on FGT q- 
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RELIABILITY OF THE UNITED STATES GAS GRID 

Natural gas transportation service is reliable throughout Nmth America. 
conclusion on the following factors: 

Pace bases this 

8 

According to the Department of Trrtnsprtaiisn, National Transportation Safety Board 
natural gas and liquids pipelines are the safest methds of transporting energy in North 
America. 
The interstate del iwy system is efficient and expanding rapidly. More than $10 billion 
worth of interstate pi eline infrastructure has been approved or announced for development 

Gas industry restructuring and increased reliance on market forces has improved the quality 
and breadth of services. 
Market forces deteminc the price of gas. The cost of delivery is based on the nature af the 
service and the level of reliability the customer chooses. Hence, reliability of service has 
become s function of the sanctity of contracts. 
New gas transportation service providers have entered the market. The redundancy of 
transportation service providers has increased reliability by reducing the odds of coincidental 
fwce majeure events. 
Advances in iuformatinn technology, smart pigs, pipeline materials, etc, have improved the 
safety and reliability of natural gazi deliveries during the past 15 years. 

P6 over the next 3 years. 
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PROPOSED PIPELINE EXPANSIONS IN FLORIDA 

Exhibit 16 illustrates existing and proposed pipeline infrastructure on the Peninsula. 

ExhibR 16: Peninsula Gas Lnfralructure 

Several pipeline expansions have been prapased during the past two years in Florida, including 
the following projects: 

Buccaneer. 
Gulfstream. 
FGT Phase IV. 
FGTPhaseV. 
Sawgrass. 

Buccaneer 

Tfie Williams Companies and Duke, two large North American pipehe infrastructure 
developers, cosponsor the Buccaneer pipeline project for which an application for a Certificate of 
Public Convenience and Necessity (TPCN”) was filed on October 28, 1999. If approved, the 
pipeline will bring 900,000 Dth of new capacity to central Florida. Buccaneer pipeline is on the 
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FERC’s meeting schedule for April 25, 2000. l 7  Pace anticipates a preliminary determination 
from the FERC for construction of thc facilities at that time. Currently under environmental 
review, Buccaneer project managers anticipate that the pipeline will meet its target in-service 
date of April 2002. Buccaneer hlas binding Precedent Agreements for about SO pcrcent or 
450,000 Dth of its total firm capacii:y. Negotiations for additional shipper capacity commitments 
are on-going. 

G u I fstream 

Gulfstream, being developed by Thc Coastal C o p  (“Coastal”), filed an application to obtain a 
CPCN at FERC on October 15, 19519. Subsequently, El Paso Energy tendered an offer to merge 
with Coastal.’* FERC announced ils intent to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement 
regarding the Gulfstream project 011 December 6, 1999. Gulfstream claims it is the first major 
pipeline project to comply with FERC Order No. 603 and No. 603-A, which require that 
applications contain significantly more information up front than i n  the past on environmental 
conditions along a proposed project route. Officials from Gulfstream state that the project 1) is 
slated to come on-line in June 2002, 2) has received overwhelming support from county 
governments and the business community, and 3) that the proposed route has met with favorable 
reaction by environmental officials in Florida. 

Currently, Gulfstream has 10 non-af‘filiated shippers and a substantial portion of its total capacity 
is subscribed.’’ According to Gulfstream, some customers may exercise options to increw their 
capacity commitments. Negotiations with additional shlppers are on-going. 

On March 16,2000, Coastal announced that its affiliate, Gulfstream Natural Gas System, L.L.C., 
has signed a letter of intent with Berg Steel Pipe Corporation, of Panama City, Ha., providing for 
Berg to manufacture and deliver most of the steel pipe needed to build the Gulfstream. 

Gulfstream’s application to construct facilities is o n  FERC’s meeting agenda for April 25, 
2000.20 Rased on Gulfstream’s progress made in responding to FERC questions regarding rate 
design, cost allocation, market need, etc. issues, Gulfstream believes FERC may grant a 
preliminary determination approving non-environmental aspects of the pipeline. Gulfstream 
furlher contends that FERC is likely to issue a ruling on Draft EnvironmentaI Impact Statement 
(“DEIS”) issues by July 2000. Corripletion of these milestones will greatly enhance the ultimate 
viability of thc proposed Gulfstream’s pipeline. 

FERC on-line Meeting Agenda, April 19, 2000. 
On March 3 1, 2000, El Paso Energy Corporation and The Coaslal Corporation announced through the miling of 

a joint proxy statement, that special meetiqgs of stockholders to vote on the propsed merger involving Coastal and 
El Paso Energy on May 5 ,  2000. ’’ Pace can not confirm the exact level of capacity commitments yet because of confidentiality restrictions between 
Gulfstream and its shippers. 
2o FERC on-line Meeting Agenda, April 19, 2000. 

17 

18 
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Florida Gas Transmission 

The historical growth in FGT’s mainline capacity is shown in Exhibit 17. Recently, FGT has 
announced two major expansions of its system. These expansions reflect the first major changes 
to FGT’s system since Phase 111 facilities were placed into service in 1995. Targeted in-service 
dates for FGT Phase TV and Phase V expansions are 2001 and 2002, respectively. 

Exhitri 17: Gruwth in FGT Mainline Capacity 
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The project will increase FGT’s average mnwl capacity to the Florida market by 272 MhlBtufd. 
FGT filled a CPCN application in December 1998 to construct Phase IV facilities. A 
preliminary deterinination was granted in July 1999. FERC issued a Draft Environmental hpact 
Statement in Sepmber 1999. The project received a find FERC certi€icate in February 2000. 
FGT has target in-service date of May 2aOl. The $268 miIlion, 138-rrrile pipeline expansion 
project includes the addition of over 3 8 , W  horsepower and uprating compremm facilities at 
various lmatipns in Flarida# 

Phase V 

Through the $438 million proposed Phase V Expansion FGT will be adding 231 miles of 
pipeline and approximately 90,000 horsepower of compression and associated facibties. Phase 
V will provide approximately 405,000 MMBtu/d of incremental firm transportation service. 
FGT filed a CPCN on December 1, 1999 and has targeted February 2001 as the date for 
receiving a final FERC certificate to construct facilities. The estimated in-service date is April 
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2002. This application is supported by 20-year firm service agreements for the full amount of 
incremental capacity. Thc filing in.cludes extensive data concerning the environmental impacts 
of the project. 

MARKET DYNAMICS AFFECTING FLORIDA CAPACITY 

In its recent analysis of the U.S. gas industry, the National Petroleum Council concluded that the 
“gas market has become highly efficient and sophisticated, with numerous participants ensuring 
competitive prices. Increased confidence i n  the functionality of the gas market and in 
competitive gas prices has played a significant role in increasing gas demand.’’21 Mirroring 
national trends, an orderly and competitive market for transportation services has developed in 
Florid a. 

Dynamics affecting Florida’s tran:sportation markets are distinguished by a number of pro- 
competitive features including the following: 

Many Florida end users purchase transportation capacity, either bundled with supply or 
unbundled, i n  competitively priced, reliable and liquid spot markets. 
Introduction of alternative and competing sources of transportation i n  the Florida market 
(e.g., FGT expansions, Buccanelx, Gulfstream). 
Recent Federal regulatory initiatives are likely to facilitate the development of market-based 
transportation services. 

Florida Spot Markets 

Spot market transportation can be purchased at prevailing market prices in Florida. In fact, as 
shown in Exhbit 18, the price of this transportation capacity is usually substantially discounted 
relative to maximum tariff rates 011 FGT under RS-1 and FTS-2. For example, the average 
daily Florida Citygate basis relative to FCT Zone 2 index from May 1999 to March 2000 
indicates a market price of tranciportation of just $0.29/MMBtu which is $O.l8/MMBtu, 
$0.57/MMBtu and $0.33/MMBtu less than FGT FTS- 1 ,  FGT ITS-2, and Gulfstream FT services 
respectively. Pace expects that the liquidity of the secondary markets will increase over time as 
the Florida markets grow and excess pipeline deliverability is installed. 

“Natural Gas: Meeting the Challenge:; of the Nation’s Growing Natural Gas Demand,” National Petroleum 21 

Council, December 15, 1999, p. 3. 

. . . . . .. . - .  . . 
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Exhi bit 1 8  Comparison of Florida Citygate Basis Versus Full Tariff Pricing 

25 
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Exhibit 19: Liquidity at the Relwsnt Trading Points 
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Regulatory Oversight 

Policies governing the regulation of short-term transportation markets issued by FERC on 
February 9,2000, as part of Order 637, are the latest in a series of major orders that have resulted 
in the widespread availability of pro-competitive transportation services. Majw tenets of Order 
637 that could lead to a more level the playing field among classes of service, enhanced price 
signals, expanded market participation are as follows: 

Removing the price caps on secondary market capacity for a two-year trial period. Firm 
capacity rights-holders will now be able to sell their capacity for whatever the market will 
bare, for term deals of less than one-year. Previously, end users had to execute a 
grandfathered buyhell arrangement or purchase/sell gas in bundled transactions to avoid 
vidating the Order 636 rule prohibiting shippers from selling capacity for prices above the 
maximum tariff. Now end users can more w i l y  acquire the transprtahan reliability they 
need, just by paying mare for it - as is done with gas commodity. 
Making nominations and scheduling procedures between capacity release and IT more 
comparable to foster a level playing field fw these services and enhance the attractiveness of 
using the capacity release market. 
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PROJECT FUEL PLANS 

FUEL REQUIREMENTS 

Each Project’s fuel requirements are a function of the heat rate and electric generation capacity 
of the plant. Fuel consumption for a 1,000 MW natural gas combined cycle generating facility 
with General Electric Type 7 FA or equivalent combustion turbines and an average heat rate of 
7,187 Btu/kWh operating at a 100% capacity factor would average 7,187 MMBtu per hour, or 
approximately 172,488 MMBtu per day. Based on an average annual capacity factor of 72 
percent, each Project will consume about 45,088 billion Btu per year. 

Based on dispatch model results provided by R.W. Beck, Pace estimates fuel consumption will 
average approximately 3,757 billion Btu per month between years 2004 and 20ORH As shown 
i n  Exhibit 20, the Project’s fuel requirements will vary monthly depending on the Project’s 
&spatch pattern or capacity factors. The Project’s overall fuel requirements are relatively flat, 
but peak fuel requirements are expected in July and August. Conversely, minimum fuel 
consumption is expected in January and February. 

€xhibi 2& Average Monthly Fuel Consumption and Capacity Factors, 20042008 
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FUEL PLANS 

Pace understands, through discussions with Panda, that the fuel plans for each of the Projects 
allow each Project to identify and capture fuel market opportunities, match power price dispatch 
and pricing, and generate synergies a m s  t h e  two Projects. As such, the two fuel plans are 
similar and can be characterized as foIlows: 

8 

0 

Interconnections with Gulfstream and in the case of Midway an additional interconnection 
with FGT. 
Short-term spot firm natural gas supply transactions with prducers and marketers in the 
Mobile Bay region for supply into Gulfstream and FGT and additional producers and 
marketers for supply in FGT’s Zone 2 (Louisiana) and Zone 1 (Tern). The pice and 
volume terms of the supply agreements will agreed to at the time of the transaction and will 
be tied to the generation commitments provided in the power d e s  agreements. 
20-year firm trmsponzation (,‘FT”) agreements for 100 percent of the Project’s peak day 
natural gas requirement, which is defined as the fuel required to power the Project at 100% 
capacity for d l  24 hours of a single day. Panda represents that the peak day natural gas 
requirement is 172,488 MMBhdd. 
Panda hzs the right and the intention d turning back a portion of its Gulfstream FT in favor 
of rnm economic and equally reliable alternative fuel delivery arrangements for the benefit 
of the Florida power consumers and the Midway Project. However, Panda does not foresee 
reducing the FT volumes below 75% of its peak day requirement. 
Panda currently has a Precedent Agreement with Gulfstream for the Midway &oje&, which 
includes an amendment that brings the total commitment to firm transportation to 200,000 
MMBtdd. Panda retains the option to reduce the capacity commirment to 150,000 
MMBtuld. 
Panda is currently working on Precedent Agreement with Gulfstream for the Leesburg 
Project 3aause h b u r g  is currently not on the original pipeline route as filed with FERC, 
Gulfstream, must consider a connection with this Project as part of its Phase 2 expansion. 
Panda and Gulfstream has executed a Letter of Intent (“LOI”) to pursue negotiations that are 
satisfactory to Panda regarding capacity commitments and in-service dates. A term sheet 
containing terms of a dm1 similar to those existing in the current Precedent Agreement with 
the Midway Project is anxhed to the IBI. 
Panda has a LO1 and attached term sheet executed with Nobel Gas Marketing and expects to 
shortly have three other LOIS and term sheets executed with Enron Capital and Trade, El 
Paso Merchant Energy and NUI. The term sheets require that the supplier provide an a 
delivered firm basis volumes ranging from zero to some maximum daily quantity (“MDQ“) 
(most likely between 50,OOQ and 100,000 MMBtu/d). Furthermore, the term sheet requires 
that each supplier cover the cost d replacement ~ Q W H  or replacement gas {at the suppliers 
option) when gas supply is interrupted for reasons other than force majeure. 
Panda has executed a Lx)I with FGT stating that each party will work toward an interconnect 
agreement and an IT agreement containing satisfactory terms to Panda with respect to 
volumes and in-service dates. 



f 
A three-mile lateral may be canstructed from the Midway Froject site to the FGT mainline 
system 10 miles downstream of FGT's Station 20 of Southwest of €3. Pierce in St Lucie 
County. 
The Projects are located at a terminus point on the Gulfstream mainline; therefore no lateral 
is required. 


